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INTRODUCTION


Under San Diego Charter section 43( d), the Mayor has the authority to establish rules for

Citizens Review Board on Police Practices [CRB]. Historically, the duty has been delegated

to the Mayor has final authority to approve or disapprove bylaws.

bylaws included four categories of responses the CRB members could make following their
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only recourse the team has this scenario is to request further This can

result a protracted back and forth between CRB members and a backlog cases; and

there is no additional information that can resolve the inconsistencies or disputes, an impasse

that leaves CRB members frustrated because they feel unduly constrained by the rules. IS

often equally fillstrated because it, too, is constrained by its own rules and regulations.


To help overcome this stumbling block, CRB members would to amend the bylaws

to again allow them to agree or disagree with comments on appropriate cases. They are,


however, concerned about the potential ramifications of adding comments to officers' files,

particularly if the comments are adverse. The concerns are generally how the comment would be


interpreted under the Public Safety Officers Procedural Bill of Rights Act [POBR] and whether

there is any potential for personal liability for CRB if an officer disagrees with the

comment.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED


1. May the CRB add comments to a completed complaint review if the CRB

members agree the IA findings are correct, but nevertheless feel there are issues that need to be

addressed?

How is "adverse comment" defined 

purposes of the POBR, California

Code 3300 through 3313, 

what would an comment

members?
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COMMENTS


REVIEW OF CASE?

are no legal restrictions that prohibit the CRB members from adding comments to

any case after they have completed their review and evaluation of a complaint. The Chmier

provision establishing the CRB is broadly written and says only that the duties of the CRB are

"to review and evaluate citizen's complaints against members of the San Diego Police

Department and the San Diego Police Department's administration of discipline arising from

such complaints." San Diego Charter § 43(d). The only restrictions placed on the CRB's decision

on how it perfonns its duties is that any rules or bylaws it establishes to carry out its functions

"shall be consistent with the laws of the State of California concerning citizens' complaints

against peace officers." San Diego Charter § 43(d). Those provisions are California Penal Code

section 832.5, which provides the procedures for the investigation of peace officers and

California Penal Code section 832.7, which provides for the confidentiality of peace officer

personnel records. The CRB must also comply with any requirements of the POBR which might


be implicated by the CRB actions. However, none of these statutes place any restrictions on

civilian oversight panels with respect to comments that a panel may choose to make after it has

completed its duties. This is true whether they are adverse or commendatory

Given the underlying basis for

the such
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legal set forth in statutes 

department's regarding

investigation of citizens' complaints.

QUESTION


is Adverse the PORR?


The issue of what is or is not an adverse comment for purposes of the POBR

litigated numerous times. Perhaps the most straightforward definition is the court's


pronouncement in Aguilar v. Johnson, 202 Cal. App. 3d 241,249 (1988), when it said "[a]s

relevant here, Webster defines comment as 'an observation or remark expressing an opinion or

attitude . . . .  ' Webster's Third New Intemat. Diet. (1 981 ) 456. "Adverse" is defined as

opposition to one's interest: Detrimental, Unfavorable.' !d. at p. 31." In Aguilar, a citizen's


complaint was made against the officer and the chief of police placed it in a separate file because


a criminal complaint was pending against the complainant. Aguilar was never advised o f the

complaint or allowed to respond to it until after a Pitches/ motion. The chiefargued that it was


not an adverse comment because the complaint was never placed in Aguilar's personnel

court summarily rejected that argument and said "Logic and general rules o f statutory

construction suggest that a citizens' complaint that contains allegations of police brutality is a

'comment adverse to [the officer's] interest. '" Aguilar, at 249. The chiefalso implicitly argued

that term "adverse comment" referred only to comments made law enforcement


the court chief s argument

at

1 A "Pitches" motion is a motion brought by a 

confidential file. Pitchess v. 

comments

to obtain the records contained in a police officer's


11 Cal. 3d 531
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the chief o f police had decided no discipline should be imposed on officers. The commission

concluded that the two police officers made serious errors in judgment and violated departmental

policy concerning use of firearms and deadly force. But commission also concluded that

any attempt to impose discipline upon the officers after the chiefs decision was final would

violate due process. Accordingly, the commission directed that a copy of the report be placed in

the officers' personnel files. The court held that even though the chiefhad said no discipline


would be imposed, placing the report the officer's could affect ability to promote or

earn special assignments and was, therefore, punitive.

What Affect will an Adverse Comment Placed in an Officer's File by the

CRB have on the Officer?


Findings similar to those in Hopson and Aguilar have been made by the courts with

respect to San Diego review boards. In Caloca v County o f San Diego, 72 Cal. App. 4th 1209

(1999), the County Law Enforcement Review Board [CLERB] sustained findings of misconduct


arising from citizen complaints against four deputies. The Sheriff's Department investigated

same allegations and found no misconduct. The deputies petitioned for a writ of mandate


asserting that the CLERB fepmi amounted to punitive action against them they were, thus,

entitled to an administrative appeal.
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perception, the potential trouble existed which motivated IS

crux o f whether good judgment was used in this case." Id.

The City argued this case was distinguishable from Caloca because the CRB did not

make an adverse finding. Instead, the CRB agreed the officers' actions were policy and

did not recommend any action be taken against the officers. Consequently, the City argued, there

was no punitive action. The court disagreed and said,

Keating at 3.

We reject the City's contention that the CRB report did not make

an adverse finding because it stated Keating and Wills acted within

policy. The CRB report stated that the officers 'did not exercise

sufficient discretion within this policy . . . .  ' implication, the

report blamed DuBois's [sic] death on the officers' lapse of

discretion and good judgment."


The court also rejected the City's argument that punitive action requires more serious

criticism than that directed at Keating and Wills. Relying on a statement by fonner Police Chief


Jerry Sanders, who said the police department seriously considers reports when making


policy and personnel decisions, court said it would be unreasonable to assume "that a report

questions an officer's discretion good judgment not that officer's career."


Keating at 4. court, therefore, followed its decision in Caloca and ordered that officers


s
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or action to the entity has agreed. Such protections, are not ..U H . H H H . . . ,  . . . . .

California Govermnent Code section 825.6 provides that the public entity may recover the cost

of a judgment from an employee where mJury employee acted or

to act because of actual fraud, corruption or malice.


court in Stanson v. Mott, 17 Cal. 3d 206, 225 (1978) explained the protection of the

California Tort Claims Act of 1963 by saying "the public employee faces only a slim danger

ultimate personal liability; such liability attaches only in the rare instances of injuries arising

from acts either outside the scope of employment or performed with actual fraud, corruption of

malice." Stanson at The court went on to examine the numerous considerations relevant to

the detennination of whether a public employee has acted with due care. For example, the court

considered whether the act's impropriety was obvious, whether the employee was alerted to the

possible impropriety of the act, and \vhether the employee upon legal advice or on the

presumed validity an existing legislative enactment or judicial decision in performing the act.

Stanson at 227. Although the facts the Stanson case concerned the expenditure of public funds

by a public official, the same considerations would be applied to acts or omissions by

members their capacity as employees.

Therefore, as long as CRB members are performing acts the scope oftheir duties

as delineated in San Diego Charter section 43(d), and are acting without fraud or they

defended and indemnified by the City for any that be filed by a police


regarding actions taken by CRB. However, it is also to

likelihood of a against an individual member

duties is date,

police oversight board have brought against the board or the public entity that ,-,,,,eMUl''''''>''',",


board.
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Pursuant to San Diego Charter section 117, 

of the City for purposes of the California Claims 

members, as volunteers, are employees

As employees, they will be defended

indemnified in any so long as they acted within course and scope

employment and without fraud, corruption or malice.
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